
Anger! 

by Mark Brunner 

Stand And Fight! (Genesis 27:34-41)

 
There are enemies in this life that we need to confront with courage and a 
determination to give battle. However, there is one we should always run 
away from. My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing 
Day. 

Back in the old days when most kids like myself owned single speed, clunky 
old bikes, going for a bicycle ride along a country road could be a real 
adventure. Apart from the fact that every hill presented a challenge, there was 
always the ever present danger of the barnyard dog that just loved to chase a 
kid on a bike. You could stand and fight or stand and flight. On the one hand 
you could carry a pocket-full of stones and pelt the animal in an attempt to 
discourage the inevitable attack. Or, you could stand on the pedals and pump 
with everything you had. Ultimately, this always seemed the better part of 
valor. Challenging the dog merely served to bind you to the error in the first 
place. In the end you would run out of ammunition and nothing had been 
gained.“ 

Here’s a story. When Joseph Kudar arrived in the U.S. he had no money, no 
job, no friends. He was, however, well educated; he spoke and wrote several 
languages, including English. (It) occurred to him that with his knowledge of 



language he might be able to get a job with an import-export company. He 
selected one such company and wrote a letter to the owner. Two weeks later he 
received an answer, but was hardly prepared for the vindictiveness of the man’s 
reply. Among other things, it said that even if they did need someone, they 
wouldn’t hire him because he couldn’t even write good English. Crushed, 
Kudar’s hurt quickly turned to anger. What right did this rude, arrogant man 
have to tell him he could- n’t write the language! The man was obviously crude 
and uneducated – his letter was chock-full of grammatical errors! Kudar sat 
down and, in the white heat of anger, wrote a scathing reply, calculated to rip 
the man to shreds. When he’d finished, however, as he was reading it over, his 
anger began to drain away. Then he remembered the biblical admonition, ‘A 
soft answer turneth away wrath.’ No, he wouldn’t mail the letter. Maybe the 
man was right. English was not his native tongue. Maybe he did need further 
study in it. Kudar tore up the letter and wrote another. This time he apologized 
for the previous letter, explained his situation, and thanked the man for pointing 
out his need for further study. Two days later he received a phone call inviting 
him to New York for an interview. A week later he went to work for them as a 
cor- respondent. Later, Joseph Kudar became vice president and executive 
officer of the company, destined to succeed the man he had hated and sought 
revenge against for a fleeting moment – and then resisted.” 

Stand and fight or stand and flight? When faced with the prospect for revenge it 
is always better to flee our wrath than to confront it. This is one battle in life 
that is always won going away, our backs to the foe, and our eyes firmly fixed 
on Jesus Christ. Revenge is always the Lord’s. Ours is always the gentle path 
of submission that leads to holiness. 

“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has 
enough trouble of its own” (Matt 6:34) 

 

A Sovereign Presence! (Psalm 37: 8-9)

 
Who is the greatest cause of all anger in your life? Most of us will probably 
come up with a face and a name quickly. Unfortunately, it’s probably not the 



right one. My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing 
Day. 

Recently I read about a medical study where doctors compared heart-pumping 
efficiencies among a group of men who were presented with several different 
physical and emotional tests. The group was divided into non-risk and at-risk 
men. The at-risk group already possessing some coronary artery disease and 
the non-risk group having no symptoms of the disease. First they put both 
groups through a physical stress test. Then they presented each group with 
three mental stress tests. The doctors then used X-ray techniques to take 
pictures of the subjects’ hearts in action during these tests. As it turns out, of all 
the tests administered, anger produced the most dramatic results in both 
groups, especially the at-risk group. When presented with situations producing 
anger, blood flow from the heart decreased radically. This decreased flow put 
the subjects at grave risk for heart attacks and other diseases. What left the 
doctors puzzled was why anger was that much more potent than other 
emotions? And, why would it be more hurtful to the heart than even fear? 
Ultimately, the only prescription based on the results that the doctors could 
make was best to “count to ten” before getting angry. 

“Count to ten before you get angry!” It seems that not all the drugs and cures in 
the world are more effective in the long run than simply controlling your 
temper. Unfortunately, as is so often the case with addictive behavior, people 
who get angry have the tendency to rationalize the behavior as 
“uncontrollable.” They shrug their shoulders and admit their weak- ness, 
resigned to living with the “demons” as if it was some sort of incurable disease 
that only death would some day conquer. In a society where it has become 
acceptable, even proscribed behavior to blame our addictions on a genetic pre- 
disposition, it is no wonder that those of us with tempers are breathing a sigh of 
relief. “At last, there is a reason for my behavior. Now that I know I can’t 
change it, at least I can live with it.” 

Another face of anger is “self.” When we submit to the temptation that our 
anger is not controllable, we submit to the sin of self-interest and not the 
interest of others. Temper must be recognized for what it is, a temptation to sin. 
And, like any temptation, it is avoidable if we take precautions. The reason for 
such behavior is not genetic, it is sin, pure and simple. Recognizing that our 



own physical and spiritual welfare is at stake as well as our relationship with 
others is the first step. Recognizing and believing that with God’s help we can 
control our anger, is the next step in the process of healing a bad temper. Count 
to ten? Perhaps this is the best prescription for ridding your life of an ill temper 
after all. By the time you get to three or four, it is likely that you will feel His 
hand on your shoulder already. 

“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has 
enough trouble of its own” (Matt 6:34) 

 

That Skimming Torpedo! (Jonah 4: 1-11)

 
Are you guilty of murder? You know, it’s far more common than you think. 
Fact is, verbal murder is far more common and nearly just as dangerous. My 
friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day. 

Jealousy. It has often been called the queen of ugly emotions. It is the one 
anger emotion that can be launched with a smiling face. 

Here’s a story. Two shopkeepers were bitter rivals.Their stores were directly 
across the street from each other, and they would spend each day keeping track 
of each other’s business. If one got a customer, he would smile in triumph at 
his rival. Day and night they taunted each other as each strove to outdo the 
other. Pretty soon it got to be more than a game, it became a match in jealous 
hatred and anger. One night an angel appeared to one of the shopkeepers in a 
dream and said, “I will give you anything you ask, but whatever you receive, 
your competitor will receive twice as much. Would you be rich? You can be 
very rich, but he will be twice as wealthy. Do you wish to live a long and 
healthy life? You can, but his life will be longer and healthier. What is your 
desire?” The man frowned, thought for a moment, and then said, “Here is my 
request: Strike me blind in one eye!” 

Jealousy. It starts with the satisfaction of sinful planning and envy. It continues 
with a perpetually slow but steady daily reward of rivalry. Ultimately, in the 
end, it finishes as quietly as it began, as we who employ it tend to move on to 



bigger and better things like revenge or bitter hatred. Even more serious, 
jealousy debilitates not only the target of our anger, it works on the giver as 
well. As we transfer our anger through our words and actions, we are so intent 
upon watching the track of our hate “torpedo” that we rarely if ever notice the 
breach that weapon has caused in our own life. It doesn’t take long for 
bitterness to grab hold of us, pulling us down just as fast as we are attempting 
to pull down our foe. Before we know it, jealousy has captured our character 
and transformed us into slaves of anger and bitterness. 

Jealousy, that insidious third face of anger, so impairs our ability to employ 
good judgement in our dealings with our neighbor that we often end up 
inflicting upon ourselves the very punishment that we so dearly desired for 
them. By objecting to their happiness we find ourselves unhappy. By planning 
their downfall, we neglect to see the trip wire in our own path. Our vision of 
the purpose and meaning of life itself becomes so narrowed when we see it 
through the angry eyes of jealousy that even our understanding of God’s will 
for us and our neighbor becomes blurred, even covered over. Next time, when 
the urge to launch that jealousy “torpedo” hits, try taking one more serious look 
through the periscope of faith at the child of God who is your target. Jesus 
loves them just as much as He loves you. 

“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has 
enough trouble of its own” (Matt 6:34) 

  

They Should Be Shot! (1 Kings 21: 1-16)

 
Are you guilty of murder? You know, it’s far more common than you think. 
Fact is, verbal murder is far more common and nearly just as dangerous. My 
friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day. 

“Whoever came up with this idea should be shot!” If you have ever been 
around my house it’s likely that you’ll hear these words. Sad to say, they are 
mine. I have the poor habit of dispatching those who cross the line of logic and 
integrity with my imaginary firing squad. There was the nut who wrote the 
directions for putting together my gas grill. I have dispatched drivers on the 



highway who’ve cut me off; and the well-meaning computer engineers who 
design software to make my computing experience more meaningful? Let’s just 
say they were cut down before they even had a chance to guide me to the user’s 
manual. Incompetents beware! 

For example. Take the Post Office, for example. They deliver the mail. Pretty 
simple on the face of it and, for the most part, innocuous and non-threatening. I 
don’t know if you know this but in many locales, including my own, there is no 
local number listed for the post office. In their thrust to make things easier for 
us, they now provide a toll-free number and a helpful agent at the end of the 
line to “help you with your every postal need.” Yesterday I wanted to remove a 
“stop delivery” order that I had issued prior to my leaving on vacation. It had 
been easy enough to place the order since it was accomplished with a simple 
sticky note on outgoing mail only five or so day prior. Now I had to change that 
stop order to a delivery order. So, I thought, pick up the phone and call my post 
office and ask them to start delivering the mail again? To my dismay I 
discovered that my local post office no longer had a local phone number. 
Rather, my eyes met with the wonderful toll-free number. After wading through 
the recorded options, I selected what I thought might be the option closest to 
my need. That led after five minutes or so to a live voice on the other end of my 
phone informing me that I could not contact my local post office since that 
might “inconvenience the postal clerks on duty that morning.” Once again the 
suggestion that someone “ought to be shot” rang out. Another victim to my 
consumer rage. 

Rage! When we feel that people are personally assaulting us through their 
incompetence, verbal murder becomes a way of life. We dispatch the offenders 
without so much as a thought of mercy. Bang! Another one bites the dust. Like 
poor Naboth their only sin was that they crossed our path and incurred our 
wrath. They didn’t meet our expectations, so we off them. Rage satisfies, but 
rage, like an insidious, creeping disease, rots us out from the inside. This face 
of anger is not only dangerous to others, but it is most often the cause of our 
own destruction. This is one gun that is most likely to backfire in our own faces 
if we can’t learn to control it. 

“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has 
enough trouble of its own” (Matt 6:34) 



 

Citadel of the Spirit! (Galatians 4: 1-6)

 
How well to you take criticism? If you are like most people, it’s probably not 
your strong suite. In fact, handling criticism is the key to managing anger in 
life. My friend, life’s a story, stayed tuned for more on This Passing Day. 

There’s an old proverb that simply states, “Anger begins with folly, and ends 
with repentance.” I can remember many times in my life when, confronted by 
someone’s correction, I felt the sting of anger probing the recesses of my heart. 
Within moments that probe had become a hot poker, piercing the secret stores 
of pride I had hidden within my heart. 

Here’s a story. “Alexander the Great, although not violent by nature, was often 
swept by storms of anger. At a banquet someone disparaged the old 
Macedonian officers who had fought under Alexander’s father, Philip. This 
aroused one of Alexander’s generals, Clitus, who commanded those officers. 
Clitus reminded Alexander how he had saved his life in one of the recent 
battles, and with the blood of those Macedonian officers. Alexander, stung by 
this remark, reached for his sword. Before he could inflict hurt upon Clitus, the 
friends of that half-intoxicated officer hurried him out of the hall. But he soon 
entered by another door, where he stood under the curtains quoting lines from a 
Greek poet to the disparagement of Alexander’s conquests. ‘Quick as a flash, 
Alexander snatched a spear and hurled it at the curtain. The deed was done. 
The friend of his childhood, his life’s companion and rescuer, lay gasping out 
his life.’ The passion of remorse followed quickly upon the fury of his anger. 
Alexander himself drew out the fatal spear, and but for his officers he would 
have fallen upon it himself. For several days, he lay writhing in his remorse, 
calling Clitus by name and chiding himself as the murderer of his friend. He 
conquered the world, but he could not conquer himself. In his conquests he 
stormed and took almost every great city of the ancient world. Yet he was not 
able to subdue the city and citadel of his own spirit.” 

The Apostle Paul felt the sting of words and looks when he delivered a 
scolding message to the Galatian church. They reacted as did Alexander, 



foolishly and without thought for the benefit that might have been gained if 
they had but taken the time to listen and heed the advice of a friend. How often 
it is with us when we receive a correcting word or glance.  

It is our nature to rise up and throw the spear of anger at our “tormentor.” 
Saving face is far more important for the moment than saving grace. Striking 
out in anger when we receive valid, well-meaning criticism is foolish and only 
serves to inflict hurt first upon the target of our wrath and then upon ourselves. 
The object of our foolish anger is revenge and revenge can only lead to sin and 
sorrow. Criticism, even that which stings or embarrasses, should never be 
returned with anger. Truth has a way of fleeing our wrath. When we receive 
correction with humility and patience we build the bonds of friendship, making 
room in our hearts for wisdom and closing the door to the first face of anger–
pride. 

“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has 
enough trouble of its own” (Matt 6:34) 


